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Trading Issues

Handling the duty to seek best execution, 

review of firm trades, soft dollars, trade 

aggregation and allocation, and principal and 

cross trading practices
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Agenda
• OCIE Update

– 2021 Risk Alert

• Best Execution/Wrap Programs

– Evolution for wealth mangers and institutional traders

• Soft Dollars

• Trade Allocation

– Models and discretionary accounts

• Principal and Cross Trades

– SEC enforcement trends

• Future trends
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OCIE 2021 Risk Alert

• Of particular concern to RIAs and investment 

companies, the Division will continue to focus on 

the appropriateness of account selection, 

portfolio management practices, …

• Noted focus on cryptocurrency trading practices
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Best Execution

• The Advisers Act establishes a federal fiduciary standard for investment 
advisers.

– As a fiduciary, when an adviser has the responsibility to 
select broker-dealers and execute client trades, the adviser 
has an obligation to seek to obtain “best execution” of 
client transactions, taking into consideration the 
circumstances of the particular transaction

www.investmentadviser.org 5

OCIE Risk Alert 2018

– Not performing best execution reviews
– Not considering materially relevant factors during best execution reviews
– Not seeking comparisons from other broker-dealers
– Not fully disclosing best execution practices
– Not disclosing soft dollar arrangements
– Not properly administering mixed use allocations
– Inadequate and not following policies and procedures relating to best 

execution

www.investmentadviser.org 6
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Best Execution for Wealth Managers
• Impact of zero commission trading

– How can you even evaluate best ex?

– Trading away in a zero commission environment

• Options and mutual fund fees

– Share class selection and disclosure 

• Continued SEC focus during exams

• Legacy clients and transition periods

• Mutual Funds with loads and 12b-1 fees
www.investmentadviser.org 7

Wrap Programs

• Suitability considerations given the rise of zero 

commission platforms

• Wealth managers increasing use of their own 

internet-based wrap programs 

www.investmentadviser.org 8
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Best Execution for Institutional Managers

• What kind of firm do you run?

– Fundamental vs. quantitative

• Technology deployment for fixed income

• Did MiFID II impact your processes?
– MiFID II introduced a requirement for firms to undertake all sufficient steps to 

achieve the best possible results for their clients when executing orders, raising 

the bar from “reasonable steps”

www.investmentadviser.org 9

Soft Dollars

• Institutional Managers

– State of play following MiFID II

• Old school vs new school

• Wealth Managers

– Canned disclosures from platforms

www.investmentadviser.org 10
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Trade Allocation
• Neither the 1940 Act nor the Advisers Act address directly the issue of allocating 

orders

• SEC staff has issued no-action relief permitting (but not requiring) the aggregation of 

client orders under certain circumstances. 

SMC Capital No-Action Letter 
The SMC Capital letter permitted the aggregation of client orders and orders involving proprietary accounts (such as 

collective investment vehicles in which employees and principals of the investment adviser invest) when appropriate 

procedures were followed. 

Pretzel & Stouffer No-Action Letter
The pro rata allocation procedure is not the only fair method of allocation. There may be other allocation methods that 

advisers can use without violating section 17(d) or section 206.

www.investmentadviser.org 11

Trade Allocation
• Allocation methodologies

– Pro-rata

– Rotation

– Random

– Limited opportunities (privates)

• Disclosure practices

– Policy

– Conflicts

• How do you test your process?

www.investmentadviser.org 12
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Models

• Challenges of model delivery

– Discretionary vs. non-discretionary

– Rotation mechanics

– Trading away

www.investmentadviser.org 13

Cross Trade
• Investment Manager has asset management discretion on both sides of transaction

• Trades crossed internally; no broker is used

✓ Permissible for non-ERISA advisory accounts if (i) fully disclosed, (ii) best execution is achieved for both 

accounts, and (iii) no client is disfavored

✓ Permissible for investment companies if in compliance with Rule 17a-7 under the Investment Company Act of 

1940

✓ Not permissible for ERISA accounts unless both accounts are index- or model-driven and DOL PTE 2000-12 

terms are met or Section 408(b)(19) exemption can be relied on

www.investmentadviser.org 14

Investment Manager  

Account 
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RICs and Fixed Income Cross Trades

• New Rule 2a-5 provided a definition of the term 

"readily available market quotations" that differs 

from historical practices

• Impedes the ability of RIC to effect cross 

transactions in compliance with Rule 17a-7 

because can no longer rely on broker-quotes

www.investmentadviser.org 15

Principal Trades
In general, an Adviser acting as Principal for its own account cannot buy any 

security from, or sell any security to, the client unless:

• Adviser discloses to client the adviser’s capacity (principal) in the transaction;

• Provides disclosure to client in writing before the completion of the transaction; and

• Client provides Adviser with consent* to each transaction.

– No blanket disclosure allowed

Consent may be obtained either prior to the (i) execution or (ii) settlement of the transaction. 

www.investmentadviser.org 16
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Inadvertent Principal Trades

• Cross trades with affiliated accounts

– Affiliates – owned more than 25% by those affiliated 

with the adviser (Garnder Russo & Gardner)

• Seed account

• New products

www.investmentadviser.org 17

2019 OCIE Alert - FIX

• Deficient Policies and Procedures

– Advisers prohibited portfolio managers and traders from entering 

principal trades, cross trades, or both. 

• However, the staff identified that such prohibited trades were, in fact, 

executed

– Advisers required portfolio managers and/or traders to obtain 

prospective written approval for cross trades from the advisers’ 

compliance departments. 

• However, in practice, such approvals were not obtained

www.investmentadviser.org 18
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2019 OCIE Alert - FIX
• Conflicts of interest

– Contrary to the advisers written policies and procedures trades were not 

executed at independent market prices for the securities and did not 

use best price and best execution efforts, which resulted in at least one 

of the participating clients receiving an unfair price for the securities

– Subject to markups or other fees that were not fully disclosed

www.investmentadviser.org 19

• Disclosure deficiencies

– Omitted certain relevant information concerning cross trading 

activities in their Form ADVs

– Had no disclosures regarding the conflicts of interest associated 

with executing such trades in their Form ADV Part 2As

www.investmentadviser.org 20
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Futures Trends
• Institutional

– Outsource of trading function

• How do you monitor best execution?

• Wealth Managers

– Evolution of zero commission structure

• RICs

– Fixed income cross trades
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